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PROLOGUE
In the island of Cyprus, a territory dominated
by Venice, the young lovers Isabella and
Leandro are happily living their life when the
island is suddenly invaded by the Turks.
Leandro is imprisoned but, before being
separated from Isabella, she manages to
give him one of her pendants, as a symbol of
love and eternal faithfulness. While Isabella is
going back to Venice, Leandro is forced to
remain on Turkish ships and become a slave.
FIRST SCENE
from dawn to sunset
It’s been ten years since then. Isabella is
going to the port of Venice (as she is in the
habit of doing every morning), waiting for the
return of the unforgotten love of her life,
Leandro. Her servant Romanella comes, too,
and reveals to her lady Isabella that a certain
Arlecchino has proposed. Isabella is worried
that she could be left all alone and threatens
she will not give her servant a dowry if she
gets married before her. Romanella asks for
Arlecchino’s help and he starts looking for a
good candidate in the streets where he
meets Leandro, dressed up as Captain
Buttafoco in order to escape the Turks, who
has come back to Venice. Arlecchino offers
to help him and find his beloved, lost ten
years ago. Leandro asks the servant to
arrange a date between him (but dressed up
as Captain Buttafoco) and Isabella.

Isabella is singing a love song when the night
comes.
SECOND SCENE
at night
The Captain/Leandro, who suspects his
beloved of being unfaithful, gets drunk and
Romanella reproaches Arlecchino for not
preventing his new master from such a bad
condition. Isabella arrives and Arlecchino
clumsily tries to take the Captain’s place; the
situation seems to be very critical until the
moment when the Captain luckily recovers
from the hangover and seduces Isabella with
persuasive words. The woman is so
enchanted that gives him the pendant that
was a symbol of love to her faraway
husband. Captain Buttafoco/Leandro once
alone is depressed because of his beloved’s
behavior; furthermore, Arlecchino, due to a
misunderstanding, thinks the Captain has
seduced his beloved Romanella, instead of
Isabella.
The characters are singing a song of hope
when the dawn comes.
THIRD SCENE
from dawn to the end of the comedy
Isabella feels so guilty for giving away her
pendant, sign of her love to the lost Leandro,
that orders Romanella to go and claim back

for it. The servant, who always does what
her lady wants, finds the Captain/Leandro on
the edge of killing himself because of what
previously happened with Isabella.
Romanella manages to stop him and claims
back for the pendant. It means that Isabella
is still in love with him! He is so happy that he
warmly hugs Romanella for the great news,
but Arlecchino sees everything from a
window, gets completely mad and runs into
the street for taking revenge. They fight
against each other and Leandro seems to
perish hit by Furious Arlecchino …but
nothing is as it seems to be in the
“Commedia dell’Arte”!!! So the four main
characters join together on the stage in
order to fulfill their dream of love and get the
thunderous applauses of the audience.

